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ABSTRACT 

We report on an initial assessment of a new method to target 
porential geolhennal =oun:es on the regional scale. The method 
is based on seeking relationships between geologic structures 
and geodetic obsen·ations of regional tectonic strain. The work
ing hypothesis is that geothermal plumbing systems might in 
~orne regions be controlled by fault planes acting as conduits 
that are continuously being sttessed apart by tectonic activity. 
Specifi cally, this type of model would predict that geothermal 
activity would be spatially correlated with areas of high inter
~eismic strain accumulation, especially when faults are favor
ably oriented with respect to the strain-rate tensor field. We 
tested these predictions in the Great Basin using tectonic veloc
ity gradients derived rrom a network of Global Positioning Sys
tem (GPS) sites, producing a regional strain-rate map wilh pre
cision approaching a few parts per billion per year in some re
gions. Our initial conclusions are that regions of high inter
seismic strain accumulation correlate significantly with high 
geothermal well temperatures and the locations of geothermal 
power-producing sites. The next step is to test the prediction 
that fault orientation is also jmportanc, and that this information 
can be used to enhance the predictive capability of regional 
geodetic strain to target potential geothermal resources. 

Background 

A major key to targeting regions with potential geolhennal 
resources is to understand the role of faults in controlling fluid 
flow in the crusl There is evidence lhat critically stressed frac
tures and faults can play an important role in geolhennal fields 
(Barton, et. al., 1995; Hickman, el. a/., 1997). We hypothesize 
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that the Continuous regional accumulation of lectonic strain acts 
10 open faults and develop fraclures as conduils for fl uid flow, 
hence acti.ng to sustain geothermal systems. This model would 
predict an enhancement of this effect if the regional tendency 
of fault strikes is favorably oriented in the ambient strain fieJd. 
In particular, maximum effect would be predicted for. fauh strik<;s 
oriented perpendicular to the direction of maximum extensional 
strain. In reality many Olbcr factors, such as rock type, are im
porumt in controlling fluid flow. Nevenheless, if our hypoth
esis holds, it should be possible to detect some correlation be
tween geothermal activity. the regional strain-rate tensor field, 
and regional tendency of fault orientations. The motivation 
behind Lhis study is that if the predicted effect were confi011ed, 
it should lead to better regional-scale predictive tools to iden
lify potential targets for geothermal resources. Such developed 
tools would then not only reJy on tectonic strain and fault orien
tations, but would comprehensively incorporate as many cor
relative factors as possible. We therefore seek to add an impor
tant piece to the puzzle of geothermal resource targeting. 

The Great Basin appears to be an optimal natural laboratory 
for testing our working hypothesis, as it• dominant structural 
features are major normal-fault sysrems sec: within an extco· 
sional strain field. High strain rates are accommodated epi
sodically by earthquakes, and therefore high strain rates corre
late with active faults. Many of these normal fault systems are 
active, are oriented sub-perpendicular to the current minimum 
horiwntal stress (Zoback, 1989), and are accommodating sig
nificant present-day extensional crustal strains (Thatcher, et. al., 
1999; Bennett, et. a/., 1999; Wernicke, et. a/., 2000). The den
sity of Quaternary faults in the Great Basin (Fig. 1) is such lhat 
it is possible to define the general tendency of fault strike orien
tation at almost any point as a continuous variable. Moreover, 
Global Positioning System (GPS) data bave been collected al 
many stations in lhe Great Basin for several years, lhus allow
ing for precise (but not necessarily high resolution) detennina
tion of strain accumulation at the level of several parts per bil
lion ( 10"" meters/meter) in some locations. 
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Methodology 

Using GPS data taken continuOusly from a worldwide 
network of sites for several years, we have solved for the 
geomeuical configunttion of the global nctwod: every week with 
several mi!Jimeter precision (Davies and Blewiu, 2000). This 
in tum was used to produce a global site velocity map, which 
was then combined with regional-scale GPS velocity solutio ns . 
Importantly for our study, the regional solutions included data 
from the BARGEN network in the Great Basin (Wernicke et 
al., 2000; Bennett ct al., 1999) and from epoch GPS campaig ns 
traversing the Great Basin (Thatcher e t al., 1999). The regional 
stations used in our analysis are shown in Fig. I (which 
represents a smaJI subset of the en tire global solution). 

By spline interpolation, the horizontal velocities were used 
to compute a strain-rate tensor map (which is equivalent to a 
velocity gradient tensor field) (~ret at.. 2000).)bestrain
rate tensor has four horizontal components at every point on the 
map. These can either be expressed as car1esian components, 
or deco mposed into components of rotation (the an tisymetric 
part), and deformation (the symmetric part). In turn the defor
mation can be decomposed into one component of dilitation 
(increase in surface area), and two components of shear (ori-

Figure 1. Mipof the magnitude of sttain rates in the Great Basin 
study area (Nevada bo1der shown fOf reference) ~sed on site 

velocity dtlla from GPS sM tions shown. Higher stra in rates are 
indicated by lighter shades. Supcrim~ are geothermal power· 

producing sites. Quaterna ry (aults have been digitized and are 
superlmposed to illustrate the potential for defining a continuous 

field oi favorolble orienta tions with respect to the stritin tensor field. 
Note tNt scrain rate an only be interpreted with resolution at the 

same spatiil scale 01s the distance between neighboring CPS S(ations, 
which varies considerably with loation. 
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ented at 45° to each other). Alternatively, the three compo nent-; 
of defonnation can be represenled by a direction and magni
tude of maximum extension, and an o rthogonal magnitude of 
minimum extension (which is typically negative, hence com
pression). The re lative mag nitudes of these components ind i
cate the style of strain, hence the .ryle of faulting. For example, 
within a strike s lip regime, maximum extension and maximum 
compress ion are of similar magnitudes. In a normal ~fault re~ 
gimc, most of the deformation is extension approximately nor
mal to the fault strike . Hence, given a GPS-dctermined. strain
rate tensor map, our plan is to investigate ho w the style of re
gional strain might interact with the regio nal tendency of fault 
orientation to produce favorable conditio ns for geothermal ac
tivity. 

In preparation for investigating the role of fault orientation, 
a database of Quaternary faults wa.< provided by C.M. dePolo 
of the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (personal com
munication), an update o f which is currently nearing comple-

M.uimum. Temp (C) 
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f igure 2. Trend surfOICe or maximum geothPrmal temperatures. 
locations of geothermal systems used for contouring are shown 

with squares. Method of surface interpolation was inverse 
distance weighting, with power of 1, using nearest 5 neighbors. 

t ion for seismic hazard assessment purposes. This database was 
incorporated into a GIS database along with the strain tensor 
data , s ite pos itions, and various geothermal parameters 
(Coolbaugh, <1. a/., 2002). 

Initial Results 

T he magnitude of the resulting s train rate tensor is 
shown for the Great Basin in Figure 1. The magnitude here is 
the second invariant, defined as the square root of the sum of 
squares of the fo ur tensor components. As such. in this ini tial 
analysis there is no indication of orientatio n, o r style of strain. 
Knowing that much of the s train in the Great Basin is extensional, 
we therefore are te."iting the prediction of our working hypolh~sis 
that the magnitude of strain should correlate w ith other favorable 
ind icators of geothermal activity. 

Figwe I shows that areas of relatively high strain tend 
to correlate with the location of existing power· producing 
geothermal plants . As an ahemative ind icator of geothermal 
activi ty. Fig ure 2 sho ws an inde pendent map o f maximum 
geothermal tempera tures sampled in each region, thc.n 
interpolated. There is a compelling visual correlation between 
the magni rude of strain (Figure I ) and geothermal temperatures 
(Figure 2). 

Conclusions 

We have initial evidence to support our working hypothesis 
that geothermal p lumbing system~; might in some regions be 
controUed by fault planes acting as conduits that are continu
ously being stressed apart by tectonic activity. The promis ing 
correlation shown between geodetic measurement of tectonic 
strain accumulation and geothermal activity s trongly suggests 
that further lnvestigations be made into testing predictions that 
geothermal fluid flow is also controlled by the relative orienta· 
tion of faults within the ambient regional strain fie ld. 
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